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Details of Visit:

Author: Hard2Handle
Location 2: Paddington
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Mon 24 Jun 2013 15:15
Duration of Visit: 30mins
Amount Paid: 100
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: Asian Escorts London, Asianselection Oriental
Website: https://www.asianselection.com/#asian
Phone: 07770457700

The Premises:

Nice studio flat on the top floor of a previously visited Georgian-style terraced row

The Lady:

Zizzi is small, about 5' 2". She has long brown hair, nearly down to her waist, which she had tied in
a pony tail for most of our time together. She is cute, friendly and bubbly and bears a very strong
resemblance to her online pix

The Story:

I arrived late, so had to change my hour arrangement to a 30min slot. I'm glad I did cos in the time
we had together we ticked a lot of activities off the box.

Proceedings started off with a shared bath, which was just fantastic. She gave me an estatic BJ
which could've made me erupt there & then if I had let her continue. I could've stayed with her in the
bath for the whole of our time together, but after 10mins it was out into the bedroom for the main
event.

As she knelt on the bed before me I began with RO. I then lay back on the bed and Zizzi gave me a
wonderful OWO. Then it was on with the cover and straight into mish, doggie, and vigorous CG
before culminating in more OWO and CIM. With minutes remaining I receieved a brief massage
leading to a superb oily HJ bringing me to Pop No.2 right on the half hour mark! What a girl!

After such an erotically charged, sexily active half hour I'm definately going to see her again, but
next time arrive on time so that I get a full hour of her delightful service
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